Enabling Expert Critique at Scale with Chatbots and Micro Guidance
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Abstract—Critique is important to improve creative work and help learners of design to grow. The “gold standard” of critique involves in-person discussion with experts who provide feedback. However, scaling expert critique is difficult as experts are scarce, have limited time and privacy concerns. Online alternatives, such as forums, rarely facilitate specialized critique. To enable at scale access to expert critique, we present Micro Apprenticeship Through Tutorials (MATT), a chatbot that micro-guides experts to critique in short bursts of time. This empowers more experts to critique as the activity becomes more accessible to their busy schedules. MATT’s “bot aspect” also provides a mediated form of communication between experts and learners, helping to address experts’ privacy concerns. Additionally, MATT helps to delegate critique work to experts in a way that can match experts’ and learners’ time constraints. We conduct a field experiment comparing MATT to current alternatives. We find that, contrary to other approaches, MATT’s conversational micro-guidance facilitates leading a large number of experts to critique learners’ creative work. We conclude by providing data-backed design implications to empower and facilitate at scale collaborations between experts and learners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Feedback is essential to creative work. Creators can receive many kinds of feedback for their work, from informal reactions/kudos to more detailed, critical analyses. Critique is the most prestigious type of feedback a creator can receive because this feedback can truly help the person to improve their work. Critique is characterized by (1) identifying decisions made in the creative piece being analyzed; (2) relating those decisions to best practices; (3) and then describing how and why the decisions made support (or not) the best practices [1]. Critique is especially enhanced when done by experts who can more easily discuss the state of the art and connect the work to impactful societal outcomes [2][3].

Critique directly enhances creative work, and also helps the creators to learn new techniques and methods [4]. Critique is starting to be considered one of the most effective learning strategies [5].

In Section 2, we present how experts have historically provided critique to creative work within physical studios where experts were directly collocated with creators [6], individuals whom experts had usually never met before. Being physically together in a space with strangers helped experts to provide structured, spontaneous, open feedback, and facilitated an efficient exchange of information [7]. However, getting experts and creators together at the same time in one same physical space is hard [8]. Experts generally have limited time, complex schedules, and are distributed across the globe [9].

To overcome these difficulties, online platforms have emerged to support and act as a companion to physical studios [1]. These platforms aim to facilitate communication between experts and creators (who, in these settings, are considered to be “learners” due to the educational benefits associated with receiving critique). Such systems, however, assume that experts and learners have met previously offline at a design studio [10]. Consequently, these platforms fail at connecting individuals who have never physically attended a design studio, a space relatively foreign to most experts [11]. As a result, such platforms usually have a limited number of experts.

There are, however, many other tools that do facilitate interactions between experts and learners who have never met offline, e.g., online forums like Reddit. Here, learners can post photos/videos of their creative work; and then their peers or experts provide feedback to the creative artifacts [12].

However, experts on online forums generally get stuck in understanding what the creator tried to make. As a result, expert critique is rare [13][14]. Another problem is that experts usually have concerns about providing feedback on forums [1] and thus prefer not to participate in the activity due to fears of saying something wrong and damaging their reputation [15]. Reputations are longitudinal social evaluators about a person’s actions and can be used as a measure of trustworthiness [16]. Performing in a manner that is unexpected can damage an individual’s reputation as well as the organization that the individual represents [17]. Critiquing the work of novices can become a risky activity for experts because they might not have experience interacting with learners and could accidentally do or say things outside the norms, damaging their reputation [18].

Given the difficulties of coordinating experts online, recent research [19] has focused on obtaining critique from nonexperts, e.g., crowd-workers. However, individuals also use critique to learn about best practices, new topics, and even to network [1], activities which crowd workers can rarely complete. Expert critique, is, therefore, still needed and should be something that researchers aim to facilitate, especially at scale, to benefit and empower more learners.

To enable learners at scale access to expert critique, we introduce, in Section 3, MATT (Micro Apprenticeship Through Tutorials), a chatbot that guides experts to critique creative work, especially of novices starting to create designs. Figure 1 presents an overview of MATT. In a conversational way, MATT guides experts to critique learners’ work. MATT’s guidance helps experts to rapidly understand what the learner tried to make. This empowers experts to be able to focus more on critiquing the work instead of interpreting it.
MATT breaks down its guidance into a set of micro tasks embedded in the conversation it has with experts. These micro-tasks facilitate the participation of more experts as they do not have to invest a large portion of their day in the activity. Experts, instead, are empowered to provide feedback throughout their spare time. Each micro-task asks experts to provide feedback on a particular aspect of the design, always tying it back to best practices. By guiding experts to focus on specific design elements, MATT ensures quality feedback resembling a critique.

It is important to note that most related platforms tend to assume that experts will work under prolonged and focused runs [20][21]. One of our design challenges is thus to create small tasks that experts can do in short bursts of time throughout their day. Micro-tasking also becomes important because, in our design, we consider that experts are volunteering their time and knowledge (prior work has identified that experts are more likely to participate in such activities if they are intrinsically motivated [22]; therefore, we limited providing them with monetary rewards and assumed they would volunteer their time). Given this setting, it becomes important not to burden experts. Through MATT, we broaden the design space of expert/learner systems to include the volunteer participation of specialists without requiring a large commitment. This enables providing specialized critique to a larger and broader number of learners.

Another of our design challenges is that experts can feel “insulted” from receiving guidance [23] (especially as they are allegedly the most knowledgeable in the area and they are volunteering in the activity). As a result, experts could be reluctant to follow directions on how they should critique. It is thus necessary to design guidance mechanisms that do not feel too imposing. We explore how such guidance can be designed via chatbots, which can provide structure without it feeling too commanding [24].

Our chatbot also acts as a proxy between experts and learners: learners first share with MATT their work; MATT then distributes the work to experts who are guided to critique the piece. Next, MATT presents to learners the feedback that experts produced to help them improve. By creating mediated communication between experts and learners, MATT helps to address experts’ privacy concerns. Notice that privacy is a natural concern since any information sent by learners or experts (who many times are public figures) is susceptible to misuse when shared with strangers. MATT addresses this by providing a mediated communication channel via a chatbot.

In Section 4, we conducted a field deployment with MATT, where it coordinated a crowd of experts to critique the creative work of a large number of learners, which included posters, logos, and t-shirt designs. Through our study, we find that utilizing chatbots with micro-guidance empowers experts to provide feedback that approximates the gold standards of critique more closely. We finish by discussing in Section 5 the design implications of our work.

II. RELATED WORK

The design of MATT is based on two main areas: (1) platforms for generating critique; and (2) platforms for eliciting specialized information from people online.

A. Platforms for Generating Critique. For many disciplines, participating in the review of creative work is considered essential to develop skills in that area [1]. Many consider that being able to communicate with experts and use their feedback to improve is just as important as having particular knowledge and skills [25]. While the goal of critique varies across areas, its usefulness as an educational tool is consistent [26].

Related work has explored generating critique within online environments. However, given that even online, it is difficult to coordinate experts [27]-[29], most related work uses crowd workers to provide feedback to learners [30][31]. While learners do appear to value such feedback as it has helped them to make substantial adjustments to their work [32], crowd workers have still not been able to match the range and depth of expert feedback [19]; even when having access to more direction and examples of expert type critique [33]. We should, therefore, not see feedback from crowd workers as a replacement to expert feedback, but rather a supplement. Focusing on the educational aspect that expert critique provides to learners, this paper explores the potential of orchestrating specialists to critique the creative work of learners at scale.

Similar to a design studio where experts volunteer their time, MATT assumes that experts are working pro-bono. This design facilitates providing access to expert knowledge to a broader range of learners, especially those from marginalized communities. This is not an eccentric idea, given that many experts have an interest in social good [34], especially if it is part of a revolutionary program [22].

However, experts usually lack the time necessary to identify how to best help others [35]; it can be especially time consuming to find volunteering opportunities that effectively utilize their specialization. In this sense, MATT facilitates the volunteering process of experts by directly dispatching to them micro-volunteering opportunities that utilize their expertise.

B. Eliciting Specialized Information from People Online. Recently, we have seen the emergence of systems that ask people online to share specialized and specific information to
benefit strangers [36]. Several human computation workflows have successfully driven strangers to share their knowledge to help others learn [37]. These studies have found that online strangers can indeed provide quality information [38], even when asked by bots [39].

Researchers have also started to investigate the type of feedback that is possible to manually obtain from different online sites, especially crowd markets, social networks, and forums [40]. The problem, however, is that in these platforms, much time is spent interpreting what the learner produced [14].

We hypothesize that if we integrate guidance, we could orchestrate experts to effectively critique the creative work of learners who have never met before at scale.

III. MATT

MATT is a chatbot that: (1) collects creative work from learners; (2) presents the creative work to experts and guides them to critique the work; and (3) then gives the critique back to learners to help them improve. Figure 2 presents an overview of how MATT functions.

To accomplish these three steps, MATT consists of two main components: 1) the “Learner Helper” module that collects learners’ creative work, distributes the work to experts and then shares experts’ feedback to learners; 2) “Expert Micro-Guidance” module that orchestrates experts to volunteer in short bursts of time quality micro-feedback that resembles online critique to help learners at scale.

A. Learner Helper Module

The goal of the Learner Helper component is threefold: 1) allow learners to submit their creative work easily; 2) find experts who can critique their work; 3) present back to the learner the feedback from experts. Figure 2 presents an overview of this workflow. Notice that the Learner-Helper acts as a proxy between learners and experts to address the privacy concerns of experts. Having mediated communication can also make it less awkward for an expert to reject reviewing a piece of work or say that they will review it once they are free. The learner would never know about the incident, but rather only MATT would be informed and would just search for another expert who can volunteer.

While there are many possible interfaces that could act as proxies between learners and experts, we consider a design that bootstraps on social media as it helps both learners and experts to easily share and receive critique from anywhere without needing to download or learn how to use new tools. Working on social media also facilitates finding people with particular specializations who can produce more relevant critiques [41], e.g., MATT can identify and recruit experts in “website design” based on the job title they present on their social media profile.

Our current design, therefore, considers that both learners and experts use social media, and we can utilize chatbots to act as proxies to connect these parties. We especially work within the Facebook messenger. Notice also that the design of MATT’s Learner Helper module is based on intelligent conversational tutoring systems [42], which have shown to be effective for assisting learners.

B. Expert Micro-Guidance Module

MATT’s Expert Micro-Guidance module focuses on orchestrating experts to produce, in short bursts of time, quality feedback that resembles critique. MATT, a chatbot on Facebook messenger, displays the learner’s work to the expert and then asks the expert to complete small micro-tasks related to critiquing the learner’s creative piece. The micro-tasks aim to guide experts to provide all the different types of feedback involved in a critique (especially identifying decisions the creators made in their design, and what are the best practices in each of the cases.) An example of these micro-tasks is to ask experts to provide feedback on the type of color used in the design and how it might or might not relate to best practices.

The module has four features to enable this interaction.

1) Critique in Short Bursts of Time: Experts’ time is limited, and experts also generally lack knowledge of how to effectively produce online critiques [35][43]. MATT tackles this problem by guiding experts to provide critique to creative work in short bursts of time by leveraging task decomposition from crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing has studied how long and complex work can be done via micro-tasks that are quick to finish. A long review and analysis of a piece of work can also be finished in small steps using the same process. MATT changes the nature of online critique by enabling experts to do it in small bursts of time. This design helps experts to take advantage of the time that might otherwise be wasted. To guide experts, MATT asks them a set of questions related to

Figure 2. Overview of MATT’s workflow: 1.- learners submits to MATT their creative work. 2.- MATT finds an expert, sends the work to the expert, who is guided to review and provide micro-feedback approximating critique about the work. 3.- MATT then presents the micro-feedback from the expert to the learners who can use it to improve their work.
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their perspectives and analysis of the creative work. MATT is designed to help experts also recall points they had covered in their feedback previously to aid learners’ growth. Each of MATT’s question can be seen as a type of micro-task. These questions are based on prior work [1] that has defined guidelines or best practices to critique a piece of work. MATT empowers experts to critique in short bursts of time and at any point in time.

2) Critique Anywhere: MATT communicates via Facebook Messenger with experts. This design facilitates portability, and on-the-go experiences as experts can provide feedback wherever they use Facebook messenger, which can be on their desktop, their mobile device, or both. Experts can potentially provide feedback from anywhere, e.g., while waiting in line or on a shuttle.

We believe that these two functions enable more experts to participate in online critique, as they no longer have to invest consecutive hours at a physical desk reviewing work [44].

3) Privacy: MATT’s mediated form of communication enables experts to remain anonymous to learners, which facilitates bringing experts’ privacy. Our design builds upon privacy research that showcases that with anonymity, higher quality feedback is produced [45]. Our goal is that through MATT’s mediated form of communication, experts will be more open and critical in their feedback, leading them to more deeply analyze creative pieces and consequently offering better learning opportunities to creators.

4) Conversational: MATT guides experts to produce critique within a conversational setting. We opted to use chatbots to guide experts because previous work had identified that they were viable sources for guiding strangers to provide specialized information [36] or to volunteer for a cause [46]. The conversational aspect of MATT might also help experts not to feel that MATT’s guidance is too dictatorial. While previous work had identified that having chats incorporated into MOOCs did not necessarily increase student engagement [47], we adopt chat-based interfaces because they can help to create more “casual” environments that do not feel too “authoritarian” [48], which is important when working with experts who might feel they have the best knowledge and know-how of how to interact and provide feedback to novices.

IV. FIELD DEPLOYMENT

This paper hypothesizes that we can lead real-world experts to critique online by utilizing online mediated communication in the form of chatbots combined with micro-guidance. Our evaluation focuses on this claim: In the real-world, do chatbots micro-guiding experts enable a better approximation of the gold standard of studio design feedback? To respond to this question we conduct a real-world deployment of our tool and compare the feedback experts generated on MATT to two alternative interfaces: 1) chatbot lacking micro-guidance, i.e., a chatbot that simply asked experts to critique a piece of creative work without prompting experts on how to critique the piece; 2) online forum (we study online forums as they are a mediated communication channel that experts typically use to provide feedback [49]. Figure 3 presents an overview of these two interfaces and MATT.

Experts used either MATT or one of these two interfaces to provide feedback to learners. Learners were asked to create designs for real-world non-profits. We worked with non-profits because we were interested in having real-world usages of our tool, and this is one of the most common spaces where novice designers start to operate to build their portfolio [50]. Each learner produced one design, and each expert reviewed two designs from two different learners. Figure 4 presents examples of learners’ work.

We recruited real word learners and experts using social media. To recruit learners, we posted on Facebook groups related to learning design, inviting people to our live deployment. Learners were offered the opportunity to potentially use new interfaces and obtain feedback from experts on their designs. To recruit experts, we used LinkedIn’s search to find and invite individuals who stated they worked in design-related areas and identified themselves as experts. We recruited 153 learners and 76 experts. Each of our three interfaces was used by a total of 51 learners and 25 experts.

Figure 3. Feedback interfaces: 1) MATT, 2) Bot No-Guidance 3) Online Forum.

A. Categorizing Experts’ Feedback

We were interested in understanding the type of feedback that experts in our real-world deployment generated. Our hypothesis was that experts using MATT would produce the most critiques. For this purpose, after experts provided feedback to learners’ designs, we categorized their feedback according to the categories in the Feedback Typology of [1]. We recruited three college educated Upworkers [51] and asked them to categorize experts’ feedback into either: “reactive,” “direction,” or “critique”, i.e., the feedback categories in the typology that [1] identified. We define each category in detail below.

Reactive Category: emotional or visceral feedback that does not provide information on how to improve the work. Examples: “That’s wonderful! Great work!” or “Horrible!”

Direction Category: In this form of feedback, the individuals providing the feedback try to bring the design more in line with their own expectations of what the solution should be. The feedback provides direction but no reasoning behind it. Examples: “I would have...” or “I wish...”.

Figure 3. Feedback interfaces: 1) MATT, 2) Bot No-Guidance 3) Online Forum.
Critique Category: This feedback is considered to be the gold standard of design studios as it helps learners to improve their work and learn new techniques along the way. This type of feedback focuses on identifying decisions made in the creative work, relating that decision to a best practice, and then describing how and why the decision made supports or does not support the best practices [3].

Two coders classified each of the feedback messages from experts into the category that represented the message the most (either critique, reactive, or direction). The two coders agreed on the classification of 90.1% of all the feedback produced by experts (Cohen’s kappa =.89: Strong agreement). We then asked a third coder to act as a tiebreaker in cases of disagreement.

B. Results

Figure 5 presents the amount and type of feedback that experts generated in our real-world deployment with each interface. We observe that when using online forums and the chatbot without guidance, experts produced primarily reactive feedback. This result is in line with previous work that identified that experts online usually get stuck in interpreting the creative work by spending time trying to figure out what the goal of the designer was and consequently provide less critique [14][52]. We observe from Figure 5 that MATT was the interface that leads experts to critique the most in the real-world.

Given that we are primarily interested in whether MATT increases the amount of critique that a learner receives, we conducted a logistic regression predicting the likelihood that a piece of feedback would be classified as critique given its source (i.e., either from the MATT interface, Bot without Guidance interface, or the Online Forum). The logistic regression model showed that a piece of feedback was significantly more likely to be classified as critique when it came from MATT, compared to feedback from the online forum condition (B=1.12, z=4.96, p < .01) or the Bot No Guidance condition (B=0.83, z=3.31, p < .01). The overall model was a statistically significant fit to the data, Likelihood Ratio Test \( \chi^2 (2) = 26.33, p < .01 \).

We were also interested in understanding experts' perceptions of the interfaces. It could be that although MATT lead experts to critique more, experts got annoyed with MATT “bossing” them around. We had a post-survey that asked experts about their experiences with MATT and the alternative interfaces. Experts first provided their impressions via five level Likert questions and open responses.

Overall, experts enjoyed moderately the chatbot interfaces (mean=4.85 for MATT and for the chatbot without guidance). The forum interface was also enjoyed, but slightly less (mean=4.77). Experts considered all interfaces to be moderately easy to use (mean=4.8). Open-ended responses reinforced that experts felt that MATT helped them to produce meaningful feedback by directing the communication into what mattered: “…Chatbots can direct communication efficiently which you don’t really get with other technology […] Suppose you want some information but are accidentally putting off the topic. The chatbot can steer you…”

None of our experts expressed that MATT was too imposing. On the contrary, they felt that it presented a “sequential and clean” interface. Some experts expressed that the automated aspect of MATT made its guidance not feel too “bossy” because there was nothing personal about it. It was “just” a machine: “Machines don’t have feeling at all, so also nothing to feel on my side.” MATT’s automation also helped experts to accept their guidance, as they felt that machines were made to help humans in their daily work. Thus, if a machine was trying to guide them, it must be for something beneficial: They [machines] are just made to make human work easier […] I felt the bot was steering towards meaningful communication. Just a good way to communicate…”

Experts also felt that MATT addressed their privacy concerns (median = 5). Some seemed to especially like the format that MATT had for interacting with learners as they could help others while maintaining their privacy: “I will get no benefits for not working anonymously. I don’t want to be exposed to strangers… I just want to help. That’s it…Chances of becoming more famous from doing this are too low to risk exposing my personnel details to strangers […] I am completely satisfied with the bot [MATT]. I am just providing feedback and not mentioning my personal information. So, providing feedback won’t affect my privacy…”

MATT’s design also helped experts to not feel restricted in the feedback they shared. As one participant mentioned: “If other people know who I was by name, they might ask me later why I answered the way I did or tell other co-workers what I said or did here. I’d have to then explain myself.” Similar to conversing with “strangers at a bar,” this type of mediated communication likely facilitates being more open.
However, some experts noted that there were instances where they would like to possibly meet with learners and further help them in their career growth (if the learner was willing). Experts’ biggest requests for improving MATT involved adding different levels of privacy (e.g., being able to share where they worked with learners while keeping other information confidential). In the future, we will explore having more flexible privacy configurations.

Experts also mentioned that they would have liked to have a “better mental model” of the questions that MATT would ask them. In the future we will explore how we can better convene to experts the questions that MATT plans on covering. Perhaps here it is a matter of designing better conversations for MATT, so the questions feel more natural, and participants are not wondering about what will be asked next.

V. DISCUSSION

In our real-world deployment of MATT, hundreds of learners and experts collaborated to produce creative work and share critique. Here, we reflect on open challenges and opportunities for systems that orchestrate experts to help learners, in particular, to provide useful feedback.

An interesting implication from our study is that interactive and guided mediated communication (i.e., MATT) was the most helpful in leading experts to critique. This result might be arising because the interactive aspect of MATT might have led experts to feel that they are working in a more conversational environment. Research has shown that “conversations” are an effective method to enhance learning [53]. It might be that this type of medium is also optimal for experts to express themselves and learn how to critique, and hence why MATT was the most optimal.

From our field deployment, we also observed that experts were empowered to provide quality feedback when working within a conversational type channel and when they focused their attention on specific features of the creative work (MATT’s questions to experts were aimed at analyzing particular aspects of learners’ work). We speculate that these conditions approximate the optimal conditions for critique that experts set for themselves in the design studio. Physical design studios facilitate focus (experts generally work on only one task at a time, inspecting one particular feature each time). Guided mediated communication through chatbots was also likely effective because it mitigated experts’ time and task distribution concerns. Experts’ were able to do the tasks in the time frame that they decided. Experts also had expectations of bots that seemed to facilitate the interactions. Some experts expressed how bots were there to help, and they were, therefore, willing to listen to the automated agent.

In our long-term vision of MATT, experts are given a platform where they can volunteer to share their knowledge in short bursts of time to support the learning process of any large crowd. We believe that it may be possible to lead experts to provide useful micro-feedback beyond our deployment of online critique. Opportunities include obtaining on-demand feedback for emergency response, accessibility, scientific discovery, citizen science, and a variety of other areas.

In MATT’s design, the motivation of learners is clear: they gain support to improve their creative work. The incentives from experts are not as clear. Are experts motivated in providing feedback that impacts and helps the growth of other individuals or it simply to help in the creation of interesting creative work? Moving forward, we would like to explore the best way to motivate the continuous micro-participation of experts. This is especially important as having a large network of reliable experts can facilitate learning about any concept or topic. We believe there are important design opportunities in thinking about how to best match experts’ intrinsic motivations with micro-volunteering opportunities and covering experts’ privacy concerns.

A. Limitations

The insights from this work are limited by the methodology and population we studied. While our deployment allowed us to start to understand how experts engaged with systems like MATT, where a bot asks them to provide feedback to others, we cannot extrapolate to how experts would respond if this approach gained popularity and was widely used. In such a case, it might be relevant for these approaches to consider not ping experts so frequently to avoid being ignored or labeled as spam. Additionally, while we recruited real-world experts and all creative work produced by learners resembled real-world creative projects, our results might not yet generalize to populations at large. Further analysis is needed to understand how systems that leverage experts and chatbots play out in helping learners to improve their work in different areas. Experiments that compare the type of feedback that experts generate for different areas would help quantify more broadly the effectiveness of using chatbots to guide expert critique. Future experiments that control for the social media platform or online ecosystem could be conducted to further understand what type of platform might facilitate accessing expert knowledge for on-demand feedback. Similar to [38][39], the goal of this paper was to shed light on how micro-guidance embedded in chatbots facilitated expert critique. Future work could conduct longitudinal studies and engage in in-depth interviews with experts to understand their motivations and perspectives of these types of systems and approaches. Future work could also explore how learners react and benefit from the feedback that experts provide with MATT as well as their overall impressions of such technology. Some interesting questions for future work to explore with learners: what type of skills does MATT help learners to improve? Does MATT help learners to make better design decisions after feedback (in what way)? Are learners improving because they follow experts’ advice (in which case they are not really learning a skill, but rather using MATT to get support with their performance)? Do learners’ career prospects improve in some measurable way?

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced MATT, a chatbot that guides experts to critique the creative work of learners at scale. MATT embodies the vision that chatbots facilitate orchestrating experts to critique while addressing experts’ privacy concerns and without creating an imposing
environment on specialists. A field deployment provided evidence that MATT could guide experts to critique the creative work of hundreds of learners.

Future work lies in three main areas. First, further analysis is needed on best methods to combine chatbots and experts to improve the engagement of learners’ long term, as well as workflows that enable crowds of learners and experts to best benefit from systems like MATT. Second, it will be important to devise mechanisms that can motivate experts to continuously micro-volunteer critique to learners. Third, in the long run, it will be important to design how experts and chatbots could help learners for more complex tasks. Experts are generally busy and consequently cannot do community work that is too time-consuming or demanding. This means that specialized social good work is generally not completed as the volunteers who do have the time lack the needed knowledge to complete the work [54]. We envision MATT’s potential for combining crowds of experts, chatbots, and learners to complete complex volunteer work and create impactful change. In the future, we also plan to explore the impact of MATT on the type of creative work that learners produce and how they improve their work.
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